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SIDE TOWER TYPICAL

Back panel allows
handedness reversal
in the field

Byrne Salt™
Twin USB Charger

Coat Hanger
Tower Pull

Adjustable shelf

Filing Rails
Pull-out compartment

TOOLS

#2 Phillips
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1.

Plug- I n (o pt i o nal ) + Level
A If the Tower is equipped with the
optional USB plug-in charging unit,
plug the 72” cord into a 110V AC
receptacle

Note — The pull out unit is equipped with
wheels that prevent tipping. Before loading
the cabinet, be sure to check the level so
the cabinet wheels are in light contact with
the floor.
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B Slide the cabinet in place and

level using adjustable glides
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2.

Rever se Handedness
A Open the pull out unit: With #2 Phillips tip,
carefully turn the cam (arrow will point towards
adjacent panel)to unlock the pins (x6) on the back
panel of the unit
B Check to be sure the cams are loose. Then,
using two hands, push the panel free. If the panel
does not easily disengage, check the cams again.
Remove the panel
C Swap the pins to the opposite side of the panel.
D Angle the panel into the unit. If the panel does
not fully push into place, check to be sure the cams
are in the “open” position.
E Once the panel is seated, lock the cams with a
#2 philips head driver to secure.

Note — Cabinets are delivered as specified, right
or left. You may change the handedness of the
cabinet by repositioning the back panel.

CAUTION — If the panel is not free
after all cams are unlocked, check
to ensure pins are still fully seated
in panels. These can be pushed into
place using a flathead screwdriver.
Excessive force can damage
reversible panel.
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